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FINANCIAL LEGISLATION AMENDMENT AND REPEAL BILL 2006 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT BILL 2006 

AUDITOR GENERAL BILL 2006 
Second Reading - Cognate Debate 

Resumed from 5 December. 

HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan) [8.26 pm]:  Yesterday I made some preliminary comments 
about the Financial Management Bill.  I also indicated in general terms the intent of that bill and the other two 
bills that we are considering in this cognate debate.  Having made those introductory remarks, I indicated that I 
wanted to refer to report 1 of the Commission on Government, dated August 1995, and report 3, dated April 
1996.  Most members would be aware of the genesis of the Commission on Government.  The Commission on 
Government was established by the Court government in 1994 in response to a recommendation made by the 
Royal Commission into the Commercial Activities of Government and Other Matters, commonly knows as the 
WA Inc royal commission.  The Commission on Government was required to inquire into and report upon a 
range of issues that had emerged during the WA Inc royal commission investigation.  Members will remember 
that the commissioners were Mr Jack Gregor, chairperson; Mrs Anne Conti; Mr Reg Dawson; Dr Frank Harman; 
and Dr Campbell Sharman.  The Commission on Government was required to inquire into and report upon 24 
specified matters.  Those specified matters are set out at pages 36 to 38 of report 1.  I will focus on those 
specified matters that relate directly to the financial bills that are before the house.  Specified matter 3 was -  

The operation and adequacy of the Financial Administration and Audit Act 1985 (particularly section 
58C) with regard to providing Ministers, the Parliament and the Auditor General with access to all 
information held by, or relating to undertakings or commitments of, organizations in the public sector.   

Specified matter 6 was -  

The legislation governing the functions of the Auditor General with regard to the obligation of persons 
to answer any question put by the Auditor General and to produce any relevant documents, 
notwithstanding that the answer or the information may result in or tend towards self-incrimination.   

Specified matter 7 was -  

The necessity and framework for legislation governing monitoring, control and Parliamentary scrutiny 
of state-owned companies, trading enterprises, partnerships and statutory authorities.  

Specified matter 14 was -  

The most effective means of securing the financial independence of Parliament so as to enable 
Parliament to undertake its business. 

Specified matter 17 was - 

The means best suited to be adopted by Parliament to bring the entire public sector under its scrutiny 
and review, having regard particularly - 

(a) to the use of parliamentary committees for the purpose;  

(b) to question time; and  

(c) to the manner in which the departments and agencies of government should be 
required to report to Parliament.   

They were specified matters that directly related to the conduct of the business of the Parliament.  Chapter 4 in 
report 1 is devoted to an overview of the Financial Administration and Audit Act.  Chapter 5 is devoted to access 
by the Parliament and ministers to information for accountability purposes.  Chapter 6 is devoted to the Auditor 
General’s general power to access information.  That is only a small number of the issues that were considered 
by COG in 1995.  I raised the spectre of COG because, in the formulation of these bills before the house, the 
COG recommendations were in part taken account of - I emphasise only in part.  The government has seen fit, 
for reasons yet to be explained, to not follow the COG recommendations to have the Legislative Council more 
involved in the consideration of the various issues raised by COG and to propose that the Public Accounts 
Committee, which is controlled by the government of the day out of the Legislative Assembly, be the major 
player in many of the considerations contained in this bill.  Report 1 of the Commission on Government reflects 
a number of the commission’s specific recommendations relating to financial reporting by the public sector and, 
indeed, the role of the Auditor General.  These recommendations include such things as commercial 
confidentiality, dealt with in recommendations 11 and 24; guarantees indemnity and securities, recommendation 
25; local government matters, recommendation 26; annual opinions on all agencies, recommendation 27; 
performance examination, recommendation 28; performance indicators, recommendation 29; competitive 
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tendering, recommendation 30; and improving accountability to Parliament, recommendation 31.  That clearly is 
very relevant to the bills before us.  The independence of the Auditor General is recommendation 32, which, 
again, is vitally relevant to the bills before us, as is the accountability of the Auditor General, which is dealt with 
in recommendation 33.  It contains a number of other issues relating to the Auditor General.   

As I say, the government has picked up on some of COG recommendations.  They have been adopted and 
included in the bills.  However, I make it very clear that a number of recommendations have been either not 
adopted or, in some cases, distorted to avoid the scrutiny and oversight intended by COG regarding the role that 
was to be played by the Legislative Council.  To give some evidence of that, in my view recommendation 31 has 
been distorted by the government to remove the role intended by COG for the Legislative Council.  The bills 
have been drafted to replace the intent of recommendation 31 with a watered-down version, which requires the 
oversighting referred to in recommendation 31 to be carried out by the Legislative Assembly, where, as I have 
indicated, the government of the day has the majority of members.  Therefore, it effectively controls the numbers 
and can block proper and effective accountability to the Parliament.   

I mentioned yesterday that the sixth report of the Legislative Council Standing Committee on Estimates and 
Financial Operations identified a number of the anomalies in both the Financial Management Bill 2006 and the 
Auditor General Bill 2006.  The standing committee has recommended a number of relevant amendments.  Its 
report contains 23 recommendations relating to these bills.  The committee that considered these bills included 
two government members; one member from the Greens (WA), who was the chairman of the committee; and 
two Liberal members, of whom I was one.  The committee as a whole agreed to all the recommendations except 
one.  Those recommendations were agreed to in a non-partisan manner, which of course is the hallmark of the 
majority of decisions and recommendations that emanate from the Legislative Council committee system.  One 
recommendation was not agreed to by the two government members, but the report is a majority 
recommendation of the committee.  Where the committee recommendations required statutory amendments to be 
drafted for the bills the subject of this cognate debate, they have been drafted and now appear on the notice paper 
in the name of the chairman of the committee.   
I emphasise that the committee as a whole worked in a very constructive, harmonious, professional and non-
partisan manner to address the various issues that are contained in the bills, but, as I said yesterday, unrealistic 
reporting constraints were placed on the committee, and, in my view, they prevented the committee from 
conducting a full and proper analysis of the bills.  That was the decision of the house, made on the basis that it 
wanted the bills considered before the end of this year.   

There was liaison with the Treasurer’s office during the concluding period of the committee’s deliberations.  
That liaison was designed to generally inform the Treasurer’s office of what was being agreed to and to seek 
some input from the Treasurer’s office by way of agreeing to have officers of the Parliamentary Counsel’s Office 
made available to the committee to assist in the drafting of the proposed amendments.  The reasons for that were, 
firstly, to give the Treasurer an indication of the good faith of the committee with the drafting of its proposed 
amendments and, secondly, to attempt to save as much time as possible so that these bills could come on for 
debate without delay.  I want to distinguish between the Treasurer’s office and the Treasurer.  The letter we 
received from the Treasurer’s office was, in my view, couched in negative terms.  The way in which the letter is 
couched has the capacity to delay progress on this bill, which is not something that the members of the 
committee had intended should happen.  Had the committee been provided with advice and support from the 
Parliamentary Counsel’s Office when formulating the amendments, the matter would have been able to move 
through Parliament faster than might be the case.  However, the opposition and the Greens - the Greens indicated 
this during the committee stages of the hearings - are very keen to see these bills passed before the Parliament 
rises in 2006, but whether that happens is a matter of the government allocating the necessary time.   

I had informal discussions yesterday with the Treasurer at the Treasurer’s request.  I indicated that the opposition 
was keen to ensure the passage of the bills but that the opposition had indicated its strong support for the 
amendments proposed by the chairman of the committee.  Those amendments are designed to make the process 
contained in the bills more transparent and accountable.  When I left the Treasurer last night, it was my 
understanding that he had invited a Treasury officer to consider the amendments on the supplementary notice 
paper.  I expected that there would be further discussion today about those amendments, but that has not 
occurred and, of course, that is the prerogative of the Treasurer.  It seems to me that it could delay the speedy 
resolution of these bills, which the Liberal Party thinks are important and should be passed as soon as possible. 

I am still dealing with the Financial Management Bill, but I will deal with the Auditor General Bill in a moment.  
I want to go through the various recommendations of the Standing Committee on Estimates and Financial 
Operations because they are relevant and, when necessary, there are amendments on the supplementary notice 
paper that take into account these recommendations.  Recommendation 1 of the committee is that a definition of 
“accounts” be inserted in the Financial Management Bill, with flexibility to enable additional matters to be 
prescribed in the “Treasurer’s Instructions”.  Members will be aware that there is a definition of “accounts” in 
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the Financial Administration and Audit Act, but there is no definition of “accounts” in either the FMB or the 
AGB at this stage.  That position was put to Treasury officers, who said in general terms - I would have to go 
back to the transcript for their exact words - that “accounts” was not defined because there was an understanding 
of what “accounts” meant in the accounting world, so to speak.  However, more than that, it enabled flexibility in 
so much as it had been argued that the definition in the FAAA had in the past constrained some of the issues that 
both Treasury and the Treasurer of the day had wanted to pursue.  The amendment on the supplementary notice 
paper defines “accounts” in the same terms as the FAAA, but also has additional words that would enable 
additional matters to be prescribed in the “Treasurer’s Instructions”, which would give the government the 
flexibility that it is looking for. 
Clause 5(1) of the bill lists a number of administrative agencies that can be prescribed by way of regulation.  The 
committee has suggested that clause 5(1) of the FMB be amended so that it prescribes within the bill the 
administration of the listed entities as departments for the purposes of the bill.  The amendment to clause 5(1) 
should ensure that generic descriptions of the listed entities are used in order to minimise the need for 
amendment acts whenever changes of titles and/or department structures occur.  Three of the particular bodies 
relate to the Parliament: the Department of the Legislative Assembly, the Department of the Legislative Council 
and the Parliamentary Services Department.  There is an explanation in the report for their being prescribed in 
the bill, rather than subject to the executive’s whim by the use of regulation.  That is contained in the bill and, if I 
recall correctly, the letter from the Treasurer’s office indicated that that was acceptable to the government. 
The other amendments do not need a huge explanation because they are set out in the sixth report of the standing 
committee.  However, recommendation 5 indicates that schedule 2 of the Financial Management Bill should be 
amended so that clause 54 prescribes, for the purpose of the parliamentary departments, that the Clerk of the 
Legislative Council is the accountable authority for the Department of the Legislative Council, the Clerk of the 
Legislative Assembly is the accountable authority for the Department of the Legislative Assembly, and the 
Executive Manager of the Parliamentary Services Department is the accountable authority for the Parliamentary 
Services Department.  I would have thought that that would not cause any problems for the Treasurer.  Again, 
there was an indication of support in the letter from the Treasurer’s office.   
One area in which we have taken up the Commission on Government recommendations is the establishment of a 
joint standing committee on audit.  Under the terms outlined in the report, that joint standing committee would 
comprise two members of the Standing Committee on Estimates and Financial Operations of the Legislative 
Council and two members from the Public Accounts Committee of the Legislative Assembly, with a provision 
that the chairperson be a member of the Legislative Council.  I indicated earlier that a remarkably negative 
feature of the Financial Management Bill 2006 and the Auditor General Bill 2006 is that they refer in the main to 
the Public Accounts Committee of the Legislative Assembly.  However, the Commission on Government report 
strongly recommends that the Legislative Council take the lead role in many of the issues contained in both bills.  
Again, I will leave it to members to read the COG report to clearly understand what the committee was doing 
and the reasons that it made its recommendations.  
Recommendation 13 is the only recommendation that was not agreed to unanimously by members of the 
committee.  The committee, by a majority, recommended that the Auditor General Bill be amended to provide 
that a report under clause 24 include an opinion on whether a decision by a minister not to provide information 
to Parliament concerning any conduct or operation of an agency is reasonable and appropriate.  That is a very 
important amendment, because it goes to the heart of accountability.  I have talked about the substance of such 
an amendment in the past when I have dealt with the question of confidential information.  Members will be 
aware that from time to time ministers claim that they are unable to answer a question in Parliament because it 
involves confidential information.  I have said in this house on a number of occasions that there is no such thing 
as confidential information when it comes to either house of the Parliament.  The Parliament is entitled to resolve 
that any information - I am talking about public sector information in particular, but it would extend in part to 
private sector information if there is a relationship between the public sector and the private sector, such as a 
joint venture on a particular issue - can and should be tabled in the house.  Some years ago a member of this 
house sought information about the price that the State Energy Commission, as it was then known, was paying 
for coal from the Collie coalfields.  The minister of the day said that that information was confidential and that 
its public release would affect the commercial dealings of the coal companies in the Collie area.  As members 
would know, there are two significant coal companies in that area and allegedly they are in competition with 
each other.  The point I make is that the house recognised that tabling that information in the house and making 
it public could affect the commercial arrangements of those companies and competition generally.  The house 
overcame that issue by requiring that the information be provided to the house in a sealed envelope, that it be 
handed to the Clerk of the Legislative Council and that the Clerk hold that information conditional upon it being 
made available only to a member of the Legislative Council upon request.  The member who requested the 
information could view that information.  However, to retain the confidentiality of the information, the member 
was not allowed to make a copy of it.  It is interesting that two years or so ago when I spoke to the former Clerk 
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about this issue, he indicated that not a single member had ever sought to have that envelope opened to find out 
the cost of the coal.  The point I am making is that it is unquestionably the constitutional right of the Parliament 
to have that information made available to it.  Too many members of Parliament believe it to be a fact when a 
minister says that something is confidential and that it cannot be tabled in the house when it is not a fact at all.  
Often it is a deliberate attempt by the minister, and often it is done on the advice of the department - I am not 
saying that ministers make those types of decisions of their own accord; they are often advised by their 
departments - to not provide the information because it could be used in some circumstances to affect 
commercial relationships.  However, in many other circumstances, it would identify very questionable actions of 
the government.  I say again with regard to the question of confidential information, that this house has the 
absolute constitutional right to acquire any information that would enable it to carry out its constitutional role.  It 
is not just me who is saying that; it is the decision of courts that have considered this matter.  Members will 
recall that just a few years ago in New South Wales, the leader of the government in the Legislative Council, 
Mr Egan, was found to be in contempt of the house for not agreeing to table a document when he had been 
ordered to do so by the Legislative Council of New South Wales.   

I will not say any more on the Financial Management Bill 2006.  Amendments are on the notice paper, and the 
reasons for those amendments are contained in the sixth report of the committee, of which each member has had 
the opportunity to get a copy.  Therefore, there is no need for me to go into great depth on that. 

I now move to the Auditor General Bill 2006.  If I did not know better, I would say that someone had whipped 
my notes from me; however, because I thought that was a possibility, I decided to bring two copies!  I say that in 
a joking manner - no member would ever do that. 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Ken Travers):  If it had not been a joke, I would have called the member to 
order! 

Hon GEORGE CASH:  It was a joke.  Clearly, I have misplaced them, but fortunately I have another copy that 
I shall refer to. 

As I had indicated previously, the Auditor General Bill is to provide for the appointment of the Auditor General.  
It also sets out the functions of the Auditor General and deals with some other related matters.  Yesterday I 
indicated that part 3 of the Financial Administration and Audit Act provides the legislative base for the Office of 
the Auditor General for Western Australia and, of course, also the audit requirements and functions that are 
required to be carried out by the Auditor General.  This will be the first time in Western Australia that the 
appointment, independence and role of the Auditor General will in fact be set out in a separate and distinct act, 
which was something that was recommended by the Commission on Government.  The Commission on 
Government had a lot to say on the role and functions of the Auditor General.  In particular it stressed the need 
for the statutory independence of the Auditor General as an officer of the Parliament.  This important issue of 
independence is recognised in part 2 of the Auditor General Bill. 

I want to refer to COG recommendation 31, and to that section under the heading “Improving Accountability to 
Parliament”, as that deals directly with issues relating to the Auditor General.  A considerable number of issues 
are raised in recommendation 31, and in particular it suggests - 

3. (a) The proposed Legislative Council Standing Committee on Finance and Audit should: 

(i) systematically consider annual reports and ensure follow up; 

(ii) systematically consider reports of the Auditor General and ensure follow up; 
and 

(iii) call for additional audit reports when required. 

The COG recommendation was that the committee should comprise four government party members and four 
non-government party members and be chaired by a member of a non-government party.  In part, that 
proposition is reflected in some amendments in the name of the chairman of the standing committee that 
considered these bills.  However, rather than have the committee as a single committee of the Legislative 
Council only, I have indicated that we propose that there be a joint committee on audit, with two members from 
this house and two members from the other house.  However, it is important, in considering the propositions that 
are contained in our proposed amendments to the bill, to have regard to the recommendations of COG, in 
particular recommendation 31. 

The Commission on Government also said much on the need to ensure that there was improved accountability to 
the Parliament by the Auditor General in the discharge of his functions, and, as I have indicated, the opposition 
has advocated a joint standing committee on that matter.  There is no question, on reading the COG report, that 
the Commission on Government advocated a very important role, in fact a leading role, for the Legislative 
Council on both financial accountability and indeed the work of the Auditor General.  As I have already said, 
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regrettably the Auditor General Bill in its present form disregards many of the Commission on Government’s 
recommendations on the role of the Legislative Council.   
The supplementary notice paper has a number of proposed amendments to the Auditor General Bill.  They are 
strongly supported by the opposition.  We hope that the government will recognise the need for accountability 
and transparency, the important role of the Auditor General and the constitutional role of the Legislative 
Council, and agree to those amendments. 
COG made significant comment in recommendation 32 on the Auditor General’s power to access information.  It 
suggested in recommendation 32 that the proposed joint audit committee participate in the selection of the 
Auditor General and that the process for selecting the Auditor General should be detailed in the proposed 
Auditor General Act.  There is a proposal outlined in the Auditor General Bill, but it fails to give proper 
recognition to the Legislative Council in that process, and that is something that our amendments are designed to 
attend to.   
Recommendation 33 deals with the accountability of the Auditor General.  Again, the bill also deals with that 
particular issue, but, where necessary, amendments on the notice paper will deal with this matter.  There is no 
doubt in my mind that some members of the Legislative Assembly, and, indeed, some bureaucrats and some 
members of the private sector, are keen to lessen the role of the Legislative Council.  In particular, they would 
like to lessen the role of the Legislative Council committee system in its review of government legislation and 
the government’s administration of the state generally.  I should say, however, for completeness, that many 
members of the Assembly and many senior bureaucrats recognise and value the role and functions of the elected 
Legislative Council, and rightfully see it as vital in the checks and balances that are required in a democratic 
state.  I remind those members of the Legislative Assembly and those members of the community - in particular, 
I am referring to some articles that have appeared in the press in recent times - who seek to denigrate the role of 
the Legislative Council that they may find that they are laying the foundations for corruption in the public 
administration of the state to be covered up and allowed to flourish.  I cite, for example, the findings of the 
Fitzgerald royal commission in Queensland, which, in a state with a unicameral system of government, saw the 
Commissioner of Police jailed for corruption and the Premier charged with corruption.   
I invite members to cast their minds back to the WA Inc years in Western Australia, where corruption was able 
to flourish because the government of the day was contemptuous of the attempts of the Legislative Council to 
expose the corrupt dealings of the government by hiding behind inadequate legislation and refusing to answer 
questions truthfully and table documents that would have exposed matters of administration that were, in my 
view, designed and intended to be corrupt.  Again, I refer to the Royal Commission into Commercial Activities 
of Government and Other Matters that considered a number of those issues, and the findings of that commission.   

The ability of the government to hide behind the notion of commercial confidentiality when challenged as to the 
legality and morality of its actions or dealings is in my view an open invitation to lay the foundations for a 
potentially corrupt administration.  The Auditor General Bill before the house needs to be amended to ensure 
that where a claim of commercial confidentiality is made by a minister, the Auditor General is provided with the 
reasons for such a claim.  That is already included in the bill, but there should also be an opportunity for the 
Auditor General to test the veracity of such a claim and report his opinion of such a claim to Parliament.  
Members may wish to refer to COG recommendation 2A(a) and (b) to see what COG thought about that 
proposition.   
When I hear of calls to abolish the Legislative Council, I recognise that often they are calls for incontestable 
power and authority to reside in the Legislative Assembly, and, as such, because the government of the day has 
the numbers in the Legislative Assembly, it can control or block investigations into particular issues that it does 
not want exposed.  When I hear of calls to abolish the Legislative Council, I am reminded of the epic warnings 
of historian John Emerich Edward Dahlberg Acton, better known as Lord Acton.  He lived from 1834 to 1902.  
Some members may be aware that in a letter to Bishop Mandell Creighton in 1877, he stated - 

Power tends to corrupt, and absolute power corrupts absolutely.  
I argue that Lord Acton’s clear and simple but profound statement has been interpreted and expressed in a 
number of ways over the years.  For instance, sometimes it is expressed as a person’s sense of morality lessens 
as his or her power increases; or the corrupting influence of power is total when one’s power is total; or power 
corrupts people but corrupt people seek power.  This corrupting influence of unbridled power applies particularly 
when a political leader, a minister or a politician remains in power for such a period that his words and deeds are 
not open to challenge by an independent body.  When that occurs, the political leader, the minister or the 
politician will often succumb to the belief that power and wisdom are the same thing.  It is when he is unable to 
distinguish between what is morally right and what is politically expedient that his moral judgment decreases as 
his political power increases, thereby laying the foundation for corruption to flourish. 
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History reminds us that the grasp for absolute power, born of political expediency, is often the calling card of the 
politically insecure and the morally corrupt, who are often driven by a fear of political failure and political 
obscurity.  It is at these times, when political wisdom gives way to political expediency, that the role and 
functions of an elected independent body become critical to protect the vulnerable citizens who look to, and rely 
on, the independent body to watch over and protect their individual rights and aspirations.  I say that in respect of 
the question that should always be asked by members of the community when someone suggests that there 
should be some diminution of the role of the Legislative Council as a house of review.  I simply say that when 
that call is made, there is a need to ask the question: why is the call being made in those terms.  When that 
question is asked and the answer given, it will often be because someone else wants greater power, and the 
reason that person wants greater power is so that he can go unchallenged in the actions that he takes.  Of course, 
that is a one-way road to disaster.  It is because of the great respect that I have for the constitutional role of the 
Legislative Council that I see it as so important that it involve itself in the issue of accountability and 
transparency when it comes to public issues in Western Australia. 
However, I return to the Auditor General Bill.  I note that it contains seven parts and two schedules.  Part 1 deals 
with the preliminaries.  Part 2 deals with the Auditor General and the Deputy Auditor General.  There will, 
because of this bill, be a Deputy Auditor General in Western Australia.  That position will be firmly created by 
the bill itself.  Part 3 deals with auditing and other functions of the Auditor General.  Part 4 deals with the 
powers and duties of the Auditor General.  Part 5 deals with the independent auditing of the Office of the 
Auditor General.  Part 6 deals with miscellaneous matters and, in particular, the review of the act.  In the bill’s 
present form, I note that the government is proposing that there be only one review at the end of the first five 
years of operation of the Auditor General’s legislation, and that there be no other review thereafter.  Again, the 
committee was of a mind that there should be a rolling five-year review of this legislation.  That is a provision 
that I believe should be incorporated in many more acts so that there is an active requirement to look at 
legislation on a regular basis and bring forward amendments to improve or modernise matters that may have 
cropped up during the period up to the review.  Part 7 of the bill deals with transitional provisions; schedule 1 
deals with the general provisions as to the Auditor General; and schedule 2 deals with the form of declaration 
that is required to be sworn by the Auditor General.   
As with the Financial Management Bill, the minister provided a useful explanatory memorandum with her 
second reading speech on the Auditor General Bill.  Therefore, there is no need for me to go through the specific 
provisions of that bill.  They can be dealt with in committee.   
I will refer to report 6 of the Standing Committee on Estimates and Financial Operations, which considered this 
bill along with the other bills.  Chapter 4 of the report deals with issues relating to the Auditor General Bill 2006, 
and recommendation 8 states - 

 The Committee recommends that a Joint Standing Committee on Audit be established.  
I mentioned that recommendation when I referred to the Financial Management Bill and made it clear that these 
bills are very much interrelated.  Some of the definitions contained in the FMB will also need to be contained 
within the Auditor General Bill for easy reference.  Quite clearly, in some cases they are to have the same 
meaning so that it is clear.   
Recommendation 9 of the committee’s report states - 

 The Committee recommends that the definition of ‘Estimates and Financial Operations Committee’ in 
the Auditor General Bill 2006 be amended to mean the Estimates and Financial Operations Committee 
of the Legislative Council or such other committee determined by the Legislative Council to be the 
responsible committee for the purposes of the Auditor General Act 2006.   

The reason for that is that from time to time this house changes the names of its committees, and we want it 
made very clear that should that occur, the committee that this house determines to be the responsible committee 
for the Auditor General Act should be that committee.   
The opposition believes that there should be a definition of “accounts” and an amendment on the supplementary 
notice paper indicates that, to give continuity between the two bills, the definition of “accounts” in the Auditor 
General Bill is to be the meaning given to that term in the Financial Management Bill.   
Audit priorities were discussed within the report.  Instead of the Public Accounts Committee being the only 
committee to deal with audit priorities, the committee recommended that clause 8 of the Auditor General Bill be 
amended to require that the Auditor General also have regard to the audit priorities as determined by the 
Standing Committee on Estimates and Financial Operations.   
Earlier I mentioned recommendation 13 of the report, which deals directly with the Auditor General Bill.  It 
states that - 
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 . . . the Auditor General Bill 2006 be amended to provide that a report under clause 24 is to include an 
opinion as to whether a decision by a Minister not to provide information to Parliament concerning any 
conduct or operation of an agency is reasonable and appropriate.   

I have given the reasons for that.   

Further recommendations in the report deal with the budget of the Office of the Auditor General and other 
related matters.  Again, they can be dealt with during the committee stage.   

I recognise that time is short.  The opposition is very keen to see these bills agreed to prior to the rising of the 
Parliament in 2006.  We will work as hard as we can to ensure that happens, but I indicate to the house that we 
will not compromise our position if doing so would diminish the accountability or transparency that the 
Commission on Government suggested in its report was so important to the examination of matters dealing with 
public finance in particular and, in general, public issues that come within the province of this Parliament and are 
within the substance of both the Financial Management Bill and the Auditor General Bill.  

The third bill, the Financial Legislation Amendment and Repeal Bill 2006, repeals certain legislation and amends 
many other acts.  In fact, nearly 200 acts are amended as a consequence of the Financial Management Bill 2006 
and the Auditor General Bill 2006.  I note with interest that the minister has distributed supplementary notice 
paper 150, issue 2, which contains eight pages of amendments to the Financial Legislation Amendment and 
Repeal Bill.  I will not deal with those amendments now - we can deal with them in committee - save to say that 
it is a good thing that there is a second house, or house of review, in Western Australia.  Had we only a single 
house the Auditor General Bill, the Financial Management Bill and the Financial Legislation Amendment and 
Repeal Bill would have been agreed to by the Legislative Assembly without the amendments that are being 
proposed by the Greens and the opposition.  There would also have been no opportunity for the minister 
handling the bill to incorporate eight pages of amendments to the Financial Legislation Amendment and Repeal 
Bill that the government now sees as necessary.  The Legislative Council will again save the day.  We have had 
the opportunity to consider the amendments.  Although we have some questions, we do not have any major 
objections to the amendments because many are of a mechanical nature.  If there were a single house of 
Parliament in Western Australia, the bills would have been agreed to without the very important issues being 
incorporated that we now see on the supplementary notice papers for the respective bills. 

I close by reminding members that in 1982, in the lead up to the 1983 amendment, land rights was a very big 
issue in Western Australia.  The then Leader of the Opposition made it very clear to certain indigenous groups in 
the metropolitan area and country Western Australia that he proposed that there should be significant land rights 
in Western Australia to the point that it became a very big political issue.  I do not have to deal with whether that 
proposal was good or otherwise for the state because it was more than 20 years ago.  However, I must say that 
that promise was made to those groups by the then Leader of the Opposition - who became the Premier in 1983 - 
in the absolute knowledge that, notwithstanding legislation being passed by the Legislative Assembly, it would 
be opposed and fail in the Legislative Council.  I would argue that the people given that message were being 
duped, because the government knew that there was a second house that would review the decisions of the 
Legislative Assembly and that would save the day for the then government.  As it came to pass, that happened.  
The legislation was rejected by this house.  I will not deal further with that issue but I must say that the 
Legislative Council has a very important role.  I again argue that those who seek to diminish the role seek to do 
so to enhance their own power.  I go back to what Lord Acton said so many years ago: power tends to corrupt, 
and absolute power corrupts absolutely.  That is something we should consider when we are dealing with these 
bills.   

HON GIZ WATSON (North Metropolitan) [9.19 pm]:  I rise to speak on the three bills we are debating 
cognately - the Financial Management Bill 2006, the Financial Legislation Amendment and Repeal Bill 2006 
and the Auditor General Bill 2006.  These bills replace the Financial Administration and Audit Act 1985, which 
is commonly known as the FAAA.  The Auditor General Bill 2006 seeks to create and set out the functions and 
powers of the Office of the Auditor General.  The Financial Management Bill deals with the financial 
management of government agencies; for example, the use of bank accounts, the regulation of investments, the 
timing of the tabling of annual reports etc.  It also makes a number of changes to the FAAA as outlined in a 
briefing note provided by the Department of Treasury and Finance that I will not refer to for reasons of brevity.  
I am sure that briefing information has been made available to all members who have taken an interest in the bill.  
The previous speaker has thoroughly covered what was intended with these bills.  The Financial Legislation 
Amendment and Repeal Bill 2006 is mainly concerned with making consequential amendments; for example, 
changing references to the FAAA.   

I will move directly to concerns that the Greens (WA) have raised about these bills, particularly the Auditor 
General Bill.  The process of the appointment of the Auditor General set out in schedule 1 of the bill is that the 
Auditor General is to be appointed by the Governor on the recommendation of the minister.  Before applications 
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are sought for appointment to the Office of the Auditor General, the minister must consult with the Public 
Accounts Committee about the appropriate selection and appointment criteria.  Before making a 
recommendation for appointment of an Auditor General, the minister must consult with the parliamentary leader 
of each political party with party status within the Parliament, and with the Public Accounts Committee.  The 
Treasurer has given an undertaking in a conversation we had with him that he would inform the Public Accounts 
Committee and the parliamentary leader of each party with party status of the government’s proposed 
appointment to the position of Auditor General, and do this in writing two weeks before making a 
recommendation to the Governor; offer the Public Accounts Committee the opportunity to meet with the chair of 
the selection panel during those two weeks to ask any questions or seek any clarifications on the proposed 
appointment; and to meet with the Public Accounts Committee or a parliamentary leader should either express 
strong objections to the government’s proposed appointment to discuss those concerns before making any 
recommendation to the Governor. 

Our concern about this process is that it is inconsistent with the recommendation by the WA Inc royal 
commission and the Commission on Government that a joint parliamentary committee submit a short list of 
candidates to the Premier.  Those recommendations can be seen in chapter 3 of the second report of the Royal 
Commission into the Commercial Activities of Government and Other Matters, and on page 241 of the 
Commission on Government report.  This bill is also out of step with Auditor General legislation in a number of 
other Australian jurisdictions.  For example, in the case of the commonwealth, the appointment must be 
approved by a joint parliamentary committee.  In Victoria, appointments are made on the recommendation of a 
joint parliamentary committee.  In New South Wales, the appointment is made by the Governor, but the Public 
Accounts Committee can veto such an appointment.  Interestingly, the New South Wales Public Accounts 
Committee is a lower house committee comprising three Labor members, one Liberal, one National and one 
Independent, so it is an evenly balanced committee.  The response to our concerns has been that, whereas there is 
a willingness to consider amendments to the bill to provide a role for the Standing Committee on Estimates and 
Financial Operations similar to that of the Public Accounts Committee, to date our discussions have not resulted 
in a sufficient accommodation of the recommendations from not only the Greens but also the sixth report of the 
Standing Committee on Estimates and Financial Operations.  

The next issue I want to raise is resourcing.  Under the bill the Treasurer is to have regard to the 
recommendations made by the Public Accounts Committee for resourcing the Auditor General.  The rationale 
for this provision was explained in the second reading speech as follows -  

For the Auditor General to be truly and effectively independent, the resourcing of the Auditor General 
must not be vulnerable to any undue influence by executive government.  To that end, the Royal 
Commission into Commercial Activities of Government and Other Matters and the Commission on 
Government both recommended a greater degree of parliamentary involvement in and oversight of the 
resourcing of the Office of the Auditor General.  Part 6 of this bill gives Parliament, through the Public 
Accounts Committee, this increased role.  The bill requires the minister to have regard to the 
recommendations of the committee on the budget, organisational structure and resources of the Office 
of the Auditor General.  Under ideal circumstances, this function may not need to be exercised.  
However, should future governments be seen to threaten the independence of the Auditor General 
through their resourcing decisions, this bill would provide a safety net of parliamentary involvement. 

Our concern here is that it is unlikely that a government-controlled committee will intervene to protect the 
resources of the Auditor General.  The Commission on Government and the WA Inc royal commission 
recommended that a joint parliamentary committee have the role of making recommendations on the Auditor 
General’s budget.  I will deal with that in more detail in the committee stage.  In a spirit of cooperation I am 
trying to keep my comments relatively brief because I realise that when we get to the committee stage I will need 
to deal with the specifics in more detail. 

The next issue causing us concern is access to information.  Clause 36 of the Auditor General Bill, when read in 
conjunction with clause 82 of the Financial Management Bill, provides that the minister can decide it is not in 
the public interest for specific information to be disclosed.  The Auditor General is then barred from reporting 
that information to Parliament, although the information may be reported to the Public Accounts Committee.  
Our concern is that under this proposal the minister or a government majority committee, as we currently have 
with the Public Accounts Committee in the Assembly, can decide that that information should not be made 
public.  Again this is inconsistent with the recommendations of the Commission on Government, which 
recommended that an upper house committee with four representatives from each party and an independent chair 
should have a final say on whether information should be kept confidential.  That can be found in the first 
Commission on Government report at page 188.  Other issues that concern us include the audit priorities the 
Auditor General might choose and the reporting requirements. 
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I want to make some broader comments regarding the role of the Auditor General because our key thrust in 
seeking to amend these three bills, in particular the Auditor General Bill, is to increase accountability and more 
accurately reflect recommendations that have come out of some very significant inquiries in this state.  I have 
mentioned the two most significant reports: the WA Inc royal commission report and the first Commission on 
Government report.   

In past 12 months, as chair of the Standing Committee on Estimates and Financial Operations, I have, of course, 
become more aware of the work of the Auditor General and the relationship between the Auditor General and 
the Parliament.  It is partly that awareness that has forced me to take a considerable interest in the Auditor 
General Bill.   

I turn now to some documents that refer to accountability and independence, and the provision of impartial 
information.  The first document is probably even more ancient than the document to which Hon George Cash 
referred.  It is dated 6 February 1788 and is titled “The Federalist No. 51”.  The document is headed -  

The Structure of the Government Must Furnish the Proper Checks and Balances Between the Different 
Departments.   

It states in part -  

If men were angels, no government would be necessary.  If angels were to govern men, neither external 
nor internal controls on government would be necessary.  In framing a government which is to be 
administered by men over men, - 

That is obviously sexist language, but it was in 1788, so I will make allowances for that -  

the great difficulty lies in this: you must first enable the government to control the governed; and in the 
next place oblige it to control itself.  A dependence on the people is, no doubt, the primary control on 
the government; but experience has taught mankind the necessity of auxiliary precautions. 

The position of Auditor General is, of course, one of the auxiliary precautions that most modern democracies 
have adopted.   

I refer also to report 2 of the 1992 Royal Commission into Commercial Activities of Government and Other 
Matters.  The report states in chapter 3, at page 17 -  

The Office of the Auditor General provides a critical link in the accountability chain between the public 
sector, and the Parliament and the community.  It alone subjects the practical conduct and operations of 
the public sector as a whole to regular, independent investigation and review.  This function must be 
fully guaranteed and its discharge facilitated.  The Auditor General is the Parliament’s principal 
informant on the performance of the administrative system.  The Parliament therefore has a special 
responsibility to ensure both that the independence and the effective resourcing of the Auditor General 
are secured, and that its own investigative procedures (particularly through committees) are such that it 
fully utilises the information about government supplied to it in the Auditor General’s reports.  The 
Commission’s recommendations have this responsibility particularly in mind. 

It is worth reminding members that the Auditor General in Western Australia has produced some significant 
reports.  I was particularly pleased to read a recent report titled “Management of the Ramsar Wetlands”.  
Another report that is worthy of note is the “Second Public Sector Performance Report 2003”.  That report dealt 
in part with the management of water resources in Western Australia and identified the failings of a water 
resource management system under strain from a doubling of water demand over the past 15 years and a 33 per 
cent decline in funding over the past five years.  Another report is the 2004 report titled “Developing the State: 
The Management of State Agreement Acts”.  That report identified a failure by successive governments to 
remove iron ore royalty concessions under state agreement acts, valued at more than $40 million a year.  Another 
report is the 2006 report titled “Early Diagnosis: Management of the Health Reform Program”.  That report 
identified improvements that are needed in the management of the government health reform program, including 
the need to identify project costs and milestones by which project implementation can be judged. 

Of course, this bill will become a separate Auditor General Act.  Such an act was recommended by the WA Inc 
royal commission and the Commission on Government.  The Commission on Government 1995 report noted that 
the governments of the United Kingdom, Canada, the Northern Territory and Victoria had implemented separate 
legislation to govern the functions of their Auditors General with a view to enhancing the independence of the 
positions.  Since that time, the commonwealth and the Australian Capital Territory governments have also 
enacted separate Auditor General acts.  We therefore support this bill.   

We strongly support some of the provisions in the bill as we believe they are good provisions.  For the first time, 
we have a bill that expressly guarantees the Auditor General’s independence by providing, in clause 7, that the 
Auditor General is not subject to direction.  The bill extends the scope, in clause 17, of the Auditor General’s 
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powers so that he or she can audit the accounts and financial statements of private bodies that help deliver 
agency functions.  The bill makes concessions to parliamentary involvement in employment and resourcing of 
the Auditor General.  However, we will seek further amendments to enhance parliamentary involvement, 
particularly that of the Legislative Council’s Standing Committee on Estimates and Financial Operations.  The 
Greens consider that a major defect of the bill is that it fails to give the Legislative Council a role in three crucial 
areas: the appointment of the Auditor General, his or her access to information and the resourcing of the Office 
of the Auditor General.  The bill proposes that the Governor appoint the Auditor General, and the only 
requirement for parliamentary involvement is the requirement to consult the Standing Committee on Public 
Administration, which, as we know, has a government majority.  Again, this is inconsistent with the 
recommendations of the WA Inc royal commission and the Commission on Government.  A submission given to 
the Public Accounts Committee by Dr Harry Phillips, Parliamentary Fellow (Education) and Adjunct Professor, 
Edith Cowan University, in February this year states in part - 

The changing role of the Auditor General is one of the most significant ‘sea changes’ in Western 
Australian government.  The requirement that all government agencies establish effective performance 
indicators is nowadays an important component of the accountability chain.  A major development has 
been the shift in the role of the Auditor General from historically ensuring and ratifying that public 
moneys are legally spent on undertaking selected performance examinations of departments, statutory 
corporations, hospitals and cemeteries.  This more recent role has greatly increased the potential power 
of the Office of the Auditor General.   

Given the potential power of the Office of the Auditor General to become engaged in the ‘political 
thicket’ it is my view that the appointment provisions included in Schedule 1 need to be modified.  All 
the political parties of the Western Australian Parliament need to be satisfied that the person appointed 
to the Office of Auditor General has their confidence and support.  Section 1(2) of Schedule 1 states 
that:   

Before making a recommendation under subclause (1), the Minister must consult with the 
parliamentary leader of each party in Parliament and with the Public Accounts Committee.   

In practice ‘consult’ tends to mean ‘show’ and the 10 year Auditor General contract hence will become 
a Government Appointment.  Given the sensitivity of the appointment it is my view that the 
appointment of the Governor, on the recommendation of the Minister, should be approved and/or 
endorsed by:   

*The Public Accounts Committee and;  

*Leader of the Opposition, and Leader(s) of each group with party status in the Legislative 
Assembly and Legislative Council.   

He goes on to say - 

At present the wording of ‘each party in Parliament’ is highly ambiguous.   

This bill is also out of step with Auditor General legislation in a number of other jurisdictions.  I have already 
referred to the commonwealth, Victoria and New South Wales.  Those are the general comments I wanted to 
make on the bill.   

As has already been noted, a number of amendments to these bills are standing in my name on the 
supplementary notice paper.  I will take the opportunity when we move into committee to speak in more detail to 
those amendments, but I reiterate that the amendments flow from the sixth report of the Standing Committee on 
Estimates and Financial Operations.  As chair of that committee, I appreciate the opportunity we had to look in 
detail at the bills and to draw on the expertise of committee and research staff to provide a report to the 
Parliament with some recommendations that I trust will gain the support of the house.  I repeat, in the same vein 
as the previous speaker, it is very important that the standing committees of this house that deal with estimates 
and financial operations play a role, as they should in a house of review, in interacting with the Auditor General 
and ensuring that the recommendations of the Commission on Government and the Royal Commission into 
Commercial Activities of Government and Other Matters are carried out.  With those comments, we will be 
supporting the bills and look forward to dealing with the amendments at the committee stage. 

HON LJILJANNA RAVLICH (East Metropolitan - Minister for Education and Training) [9.42 pm]:  I 
thank members for their contribution to the second reading debate.  I want to go over some of the grounds of the 
purpose of these three bills.  We are dealing with three separate bills but they are interrelated.  They are the 
Financial Management Bill, the Auditor General Bill, and the Financial Legislation Amendment and Repeal Bill 
which contains consequential amendments to other statutes.  These three bills together replace and repeal the 
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Financial Administration and Audit Act 1985.  As Hon George Cash rightly pointed out, the FAAA is somewhat 
dated now, as it is more than 20 years old, and is in need of a comprehensive review and rewrite. 

The three bills have gone through an extensive consultation process, which has included consultation with 
professional accounting bodies.  In addition, the Treasurer tabled them as green bills in the Legislative Assembly 
and referred them to the Public Accounts Committee in November 2005.  These bills have quite clearly been in 
the making for some time and have had considerable input from all stakeholders on their future direction and the 
changes that should be made to them.  I understand that the Public Accounts Committee handed down its report 
in April 2006.  That report was generally positive, concluding that the bills together have the potential to 
significantly enhance accountability for financial management practices and outcomes in the Western Australian 
public sector and that they do indeed reflect the current government accounting environment, which obviously 
has changed in the 20 years since the FAAA came into operation.  At the same time the Public Accounts 
Committee made seven recommendations for amendments, four of which were fairly minor, to the Financial 
Management Bill and the Auditor General Bill.  The recommended amendments have now been incorporated in 
the current bills.   

The Financial Management Bill is very important.  It has four overarching objectives.  I do not think anyone 
would disagree with the importance of ensuring greater accountability in government agencies and, thereby, 
enhancing financial management.  No-one would argue that we did not need to modernise the legislation, 
particularly in light of the shift in recent years from a cash to an accrual accounting system.  Certainly, there is 
no doubt that simplifying and streamlining the legislation was long overdue.  As Hon George Cash pointed out, 
this will be the first time that the role and functions of the Auditor General will be set out in a separate piece of 
legislation. 

Debate interrupted, pursuant to sessional orders. 
 


